
THE CATARACT AND LASER CENTER

DESCRIPTION OF ANESTHESIA CARE

Your safety and comfort will be looked out for by an anesthesia team consisting of an anesthesiolo-
gist {a doctcr specially trained in anesthesiology), an anesthetist (a nurse. specially trained in

anesthesiology) and one or more nurses trained to participate in the teams efforts on your behalf.

We have designed your anesthetic care to maximize safety and to interfere with your daily functions

and activities as little as possible.

The anesthetic will be tailored to your individual needs. however, it will usually follow this outline,

L an intravenous access will be obtained (a capped plastic needle inserted into a vein in the hand

or upper arm and taped in place),

2. certain devices will be placed to help us monitor your safety:

. an automatic blood Pressure cuff,

. cardiac contact discs (ECG),

. oxygen monitor (it looks something like a clothes pin that gently fits onto a finger!).

These devices will be on throughout the pre- and intraoperative period.

3. A sedative will be given through the intravenous access (given this way it will start to work in a

minute or two! The dose will be adiusted to your individual needs),

4. Injections ofa loca.l anesthetic mixture may be done around the eye (no injections ale made into
the eye by an anesthesia person). You will not be "asleep' during this but the sedative makes it go

very easily for you. This will make the eye and an area around it, (ofabout the size of your open

hand) completely numb. It is the same kind of numbness you get with a dental injection. You will
shortly after that walk into the operating room. A member of the anesthetic team will be with you

at all times and their sole job will be to look after your safery and comfort. If anything is bothering

you or if you have a question about anything, please speak upl

5. After a brief stay in the operating room (usually no more than twenty minutes and often fifteen

minutes or less!). you will go to our recovery area for a snack and some advice on how to handle

the rest of the day. This usually takes an additional twenty to thirty minutes, and then you are

discharged.

PLEASE NOTE that this inlormation is given to help you make an intelligent decision about your

anesthetic. lfthere is any additional information you need to make such a decision, plcasc alk. We

will candidly and completely answer all of your questions.

please also do not feel rushed into a decision. Take whatever time you need to make a decision

Remember, we are your servants and act only by your consent.
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PATIENT'S STATEMENT OF CONSENT TO ANESTHESIA CARE

have been told about anesthetic care options and aboutI.

their risks and after effects

I was told that for the type of surgery that is planned for me,

I could receive a general anesthesia (where I would be unconscious and my breathing would be
assisted or controlled) or a local anesthesia (where iust my eye and a small area of the face around
it would be made insensitive or "numb"l.

I was advised that for my safety and my convenience the "local" anesthesia is recommended.

CHOOSE I OR 2 AND PLEASE CROSS OUTTHE ONE THAT DOES NOTAPPLY:

L Therisksof the local anesthesia were described to me includingthe unlikelybut possible risks

of persistent or permanent drooping of the eye lid; infection; the needle entering the eye during
the iniections resulting in some degree of blindness; allergic reactions to medications; unfavor-
able, extreme, or unusual reactions to medications such as unconsciousness and slowed or
stopped breathing from the sedative; abnormal heart beats; extreme slowing ofthe heart rate;

bleeding around or behind the eye; blindness; effect of the local anesthetic on the brain result-
ing in unconsciousness, stopping breathing and possible convulsions; and the quite unlikely
but possible outcome of death.

I understand that all possible risks cannot be mentioned.

2. The risks of the"local" anesthesia were not described to meat my request. lfeel that informa-

tion will not help me in my decision about anesthesia and would only make me nervous.

The after effects of the local anesthetics and the sedative were explained to me including the long

duration of the numbness from the anesthetics and the slowing of my reflexes. possible effect on

clear decision making and interaction with other drugs (such as alcohol and over the counter'cold"
medications) from the sedative.

I have read and/or had the abovg information read to me or had it completely explained to me. I

have had all o[ my questions answered.

I now sign below acknowledging the above statement as my o n and giving consent for the anes-

thetic plan described and recommended to me.

SICNATU RE: DATE.
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